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CLUB INFORMATION
OFFICERS and DIRECTORS

The Purpose of this Society shall be to:
A. Increase our appreciation of the beauty and
value of the land in which we live.
B. Foster good fellowship among its members.
C. Host an annual Gem and Mineral Show for the
community.
D. Foster awareness of the earth sciences by:
1. Increasing knowledge pertaining to minerals,
gems, and rocks.
2. Disseminating knowledge of collecting and
classification of minerals, fossils and rocks
through collection and classification.
3. Improving the practical knowledge of cutting,
grinding and polishing materials to use in the
design and creation of jewelry and other useful
objects.
E. Provide educational scholarships in the
scientific fields.
F. Procure and improve the Society’s property.
The Lake Havasu Gem and Mineral Society
meets the second Friday of each month from
September through May.
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The membership typically votes to eliminate the
June, July, and August meetings.
Fiscal Year: February 1 – January 31.
Name badges are required for all members. One
time or replacement badge cost is $12.00
Annual Membership dues are payable on January
1 and are delinquent after the February meeting.
Single membership cost is $30.00
Junior membership cost is $10.00
Please remit payment to:

Open
Al Yannity
Linda Harley
Gayle Gilpin
Open
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Chuck Davis
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Open
Sandie Willis
Open
Barry Bandaruk

Rocky Tales is published monthly except for June,
July and August. The submission deadline is the
3rd Friday of the month by email to:
bartobra@gmail.com
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Website Moderator: Nathan Scott

The Lake Havasu Gem & Mineral Society is a
member of The Rocky Mountain Federation
of Mineralogical Societies (RMFMS) and
associated with the American Federation of
Mineralogical Societies (AFMS).
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Facebook Page: Cheryl Lee
https://www.facebook.com/HavaRockShop2017
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
As summer is coming to an end it is time to get back to doing what Rock Hounds
love to do. Our next general membership meeting is September 10th with members
starting to gather at 6:30 pm and the meeting starting at 7:00 pm. We plan to have
the meeting at the museum again.
We will start planning some field trips as soon as the afternoon temperatures drop into the 80’s. If
any of you want to lead a field trip, just let any board member know.
Our club store, now located in the Lake Havasu Museum of History, is doing very well. A lot of our
customers and guests have followed us to our new location, and many new rock hounds, or just
gem and mineral lovers in general have started making regular visits to see us. Our biggest
problem is buying enough merchandise to keep our club store shelves full. We can still use a few
more volunteers in the club store. If interested, contact any board member or just go to the club
store Tuesday thru Saturday.
We will be looking for a building to re-open our lapidary shop this fall, as long as our annual Gem &
Mineral Show goes on as planned on November 13th and 14th. All of our Gem & Mineral Show
tables have sold out earlier than usual so this should be a great show. Please plan on
volunteering a few hours at the show, either to set up, take down or help with the show itself. A
volunteer signup sheet will be available at the General Membership Meetings. With a small spike
in Covid cases, we hope it does not get worse and we don’t get shut down again this year.
The gem, mineral and rock display at the museum has been a big hit with museum guests. We are
continuing the Saturday Kids Workshops at the Museum, as well as some of our other craft
classes. We are getting involved in some fund raisers for the museum which will also benefit our
club.
Museum Events coming up:
Dinner Ball, October 2nd.
Luncheon, October 3rd, starting at 10 am.
Outboard Motor Show & Race, October 15th, 16th, 17th.
There will be a concert on October 15th. We may be manning the beer booth. Hours for the
16th and 17th will be 10 am to 5 pm.
We will have a raffle basket for October 3rd luncheon under the bridge. We will have a
booth with hopes of signing up new members, and our Club Wheel will be run by club
members as a fund raiser.
We can either pay to attend the functions or volunteer. If you would like to volunteer contact Jillian
at the museum to sign up at 928-706-5956. Tickets for events are for sale on line.
I hope everyone had a great summer and fun vacations, and for those of you that leave us during
the summer months, you missed some crazy weather, both hot and even some very humid days. I
again want to thank all of the volunteers that helped us move to the museum and into storage.
You are the BEST!
Rick Kerber - President
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LAKE HAVASU GEM & MINERAL SOCIETY
GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING
MINUTES
May 14, 2021
Board members present:
Richard Kerber, President
Barry Bandaruk, Past President
Doreen Davis, Treasurer
Sandra Willis, Secretary
Kathy Padilla, 2nd year Director
Linda Chandler, 3rd year Director
Chuck Davis, Lapidary Shop Director
Helen Reyes, Havasu Rocks Director
Rose Mann, Assistant Director Havasu Rocks
Don Wininger, Sargent at Arms
The meeting was called to order by Rick Kerber, President, at 7:02PM.
The Pledge of Allegiance was led by Don Wininger, Sargent-at-Arms.
Jillian Usher, Communications Director at Lake Havasu Museum of History, introduced herself and
spoke about museum happenings and their appreciation of the Society’s members who have been
volunteering at the museum.
The minutes document of the previous meeting, printed in Rocky Tales, was corrected by Linda
Chandler (she is third year director, not first year). It was approved, with the correction, after a
move by Doreen Davis, and second by Kathy Padilla.
Treasurer’s Report was presented by Doreen Davis, Treasurer, and is available with the Society’s
records. The check for the deposit from the McCullough building was put into a savings account,
along with $1500. This $6000 in savings will be used for the next lapidary shop. Regular deposits
from the museum Havasu Rocks retail proceeds will be done monthly. Motion to accept was by
Sandra Willis, second by Don Winniger, and there was unanimous acceptance.
Membership-Gayle Gilpin reported that we currently have 232 members with no new members
voted in at the last Board meeting. Our 2 guests were Deborah Murry and Dwayne Billideau, both
of whom had helped with the move. The “Tell Us About You” questionnaires were passed out to all
present. They were filled in and returned to Linda Chandler.
Gem Show-Gayle passed a sign-up sheet out for those who will help at this event on November
13th and 14th. There are 8 tables left for vendors. Michelle Smedley will continue to work on this.
The travelling rock, Rocky, was a hit last year, so a new rock, Amy (Amethyst) will travel around
prior to the gem show in November.
Continued on page 5
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Continued from page 4
Old Business
Rick recognized all who helped with the recent move out of the McCullough building.
Havasu Rocks-Helen Reyes and Kathy Padilla report that there are good sales and attendance
for Havasu Rocks, and they are purchasing more items to be sold.
The Raffle Basket and 50/50 tickets will be on sale during the break. We are accepting donations
for future baskets. Also available are T-shirts and Rock and Gem magazines for May and June.
New Business
Veronica Survilla introduced a rock polishing system, by Toolocity, which can be purchased on
Amazon for $64.
Pole flags will be purchased to advertise our new location. Since the museum building is owned by
the city, they will be placed along the highway.
The museum will allow signs to be placed on the “Original Havasu Jail” cells. Someone is needed
to make the signs. No one volunteered.
The club trailer, stored on Barbara Wiggins’ property, needs someone artistic to decorate it for
advertisement at the various events in the city. No one volunteered.
Scholarship Committee-Two $1000 scholarships were presented to Havasu High School seniors,
Jayden Wilkinson and Sydney Juve, by Barry Bandaruk and Sandie Willis. The recipients will send
information about their colleges in the fall, and checks will be written to their colleges at that time.
Many thanks go to Michelle Smedley for making beautiful certificates for our recipients.
There have been classes by Kathy Padilla, Barbara Peacock, Sandie Willis, and Casey and Cheryl
Lee at the museum. They are well received and appreciated by the museum.
Field Trip-Barry Bandaruck announced a field trip scheduled for Sunday, May 23rd, to go to
Kingman. Pyrite, calcite, turquoise and others can be found in the mine tailings. They will meet in
the vacant lot next to Terrible’s gas station, across from Love’s Gas Station on Hwy 95, and leave
promptly at 9AM. A 4-wheel drive vehicle is advised. Bring water, 2-way radios, snacks, etc. This
is dependent on the weather, as it could be too hot for many. There will be a reminder sent prior to
the trip.
This is our last General membership meeting until September.
Break was taken.
Door prizes were handed out, and the 50/50 tickets were drawn. Lilly Betts and Sandie Willis were
winners of the 50/50.
Continued on page 6
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Continued from page 6
The Raffle Basket drawing went to Charlotte Heller, who was present. The basket brought in
around $475. Thank you to Carol Jose for making the basket, and to those who donated items or
dollars to make this basket possible.
As there was no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 9:00PM.
Respectfully Submitted,
Sandra Willis
Secretary
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Some Thoughts On Keeping New Members Interested
By NWFMS Vice President Ken Zahn

OK, your club signs up a batch of new and interested adult members, aged 30-60, during your
Spring/Summer annual show at the Fairgrounds/Civic Center, etc., and then loses a bunch around
the following January-February when they don’t renew memberships for the next year. When you
look at the data, true, some of those newest members didn’t renew, but many of the others who
didn’t renew are actually members who signed up the PREVIOUS year; they’ve been members for
at least a year-and-half, but seem to have lost interest. You worry a bit, and decide to recruit more
heavily next year at “show-time” to try to stay even in membership. You find that the cycle often
repeats itself if you do recruit heavily, and your membership really drops if you don’t. Sound
familiar?
Having been an active member of more than 13 clubs in 6 states since 1976 (the Army moved me
around a lot), several common points seem to be key in keeping Clubs’ newest adult members
active for the longer-term:
• Field Trips
• Meeting Activities/Programs
• Communication
• Engagement/Volunteerism
The 1st three are primarily functions of club leadership; the 4th is a joint issue for leadership and
members.
Field Trips: A big draw for 1st-time members. Try for your first collecting trips after the show to be
those that are easy to reach, sure spots to be able to find material, and ones that are “light” on
needed equipment. New members will usually come to the next club meeting after signing up, so
be sure to mention the full details there (and by timely email/bulletin/newsletter), and try to
especially reach out to this newest member-group. Loan them specialty equipment if needed, have
“old-timers” mentor them in the field, and be sure they are made to feel welcome and are
successful, as they will often be apprehensive if not already a somewhat-experienced “rockhound.”
Plan and announce the season’s field trip schedule as early as possible in Spring so that newer
Continued on page 7
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Continued from page 6
members can anticipate, ask questions, and plan. Sure, schedules may change later because of
weather, conflicts, etc., but the stage will have been set and the anticipation of field “adventures”
will take hold quickly in these “newer-member” groups.
Meeting Activities/Programs: Consistently “fun” and educational monthly meetings seem to have
certain features in common in being able to keep newer members interested enough to rejoin after
their first 6-8 attendances:
(1) Handle most of the boring, or minor club-business-related stuff through an Executive Boardtype group meeting held between club-wide meeting dates. This avoids the potential for long,
contentious back-and-forths at club-wide monthly meetings.
(2) Program for presentations (preferably given at the beginning of the meeting) to be
overwhelmingly hobby-related and educational, with a bit of “wow-factor” to them if possible. True,
programs on DNA sequencing, use of advanced nano-technology analytical tools, or “dowsing-rod”
advocacy as a tool for finding buried treasure, gemmy minerals pockets in the field, and pockets of
negative energy in closets, cabinets and room corners can be “interesting” now and then, BUT
programs by members, or outside speakers, on in-state and adjacent-state collecting spots (with
samples), local-area geology, lapidary “before-and-after” presentations featuring collectible
materials; discussions and demonstrations on crystal growth, screen-box construction, faceting,
fossil collecting, sample preservation -- as well as talks and photo-rich summaries of big shows
such as Tucson, Denver, Houston, Munich, etc. -- are much more helpful in keeping it directly
educational and hobby applicable for newer members. You get the picture.
(3) Plan for a “show-and-tell” period; setting aside table-space with member-collected (or member–
purchased) samples tended by the collector works very well, ‘though discussions about a handheld specimen works too.
(4) Setting up a silent auction table before the meeting and closing the bidding at the end of an
intermission/refreshment period between the presentation program and the short business-meeting
periods is a very important activity for engaging new members. Have some donated local material,
some “splashy” but inexpensive foreign pieces (can buy lots of them cheaply in Tucson/Denver
and put the price you paid there as the minimum bid in the meeting silent auction), some excess
hobby-related books/journals/magazines, and occasionally an equipment item useful in the field.
This activity makes money for the club, helps spur conversation between new members and “oldhands” during and after the auction, helps them get interested (inexpensively) in starting to build a
collection, and gives them educational, hobby-related, home-reading material. Again, when well
done, a silent auction is ALWAYS a large drawing-card for new members to attend club meetings.
Communication: Oh boy – here’s one I feel strongly about, and will probably touch some nerves.
Oh well!! Many new adult members want -- and need – to feel both welcomed and integrated into
this new adventure of recreational rockhounding as quickly as possible. Many know little about the
hobby (heard often: they or their children “like rocks” or they went on trips with their dad when
young), are apprehensive, hesitant to speak up, but are eager to be informed and educated. These
adults have life -experience, write well (they even are skilled in proper grammar, constructing
Continued on page 8
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Continued from page 7
complete sentences, and can create material using that archaic script called “cursive”), and they
know proactive leadership in organizations when they see it (and vice versa). Clubs that grow and
retain new members seem to have excellent and educational newsletters, usually published and
distributed near mid-month between club meeting dates, and between-meeting email
announcements, so that there is rarely more than 1-2 weeks without receiving active
communication related to the club. Most often, in membership-stable clubs, the newsletter lists the
next
club
monthly
meeting
date
and
place,
program
topic,
field
trip
announcement/reminders/changes, key business item vote (if needed, such as prior meeting
minutes), work-project schedule, volunteer needs, other shows by area-clubs, timely details of
collection or equipment sale by an older member, etc. All are important in keeping new members
updated in timely fashion and in detail with very little “dead space” between communications from
club leadership. Many of the clubs I’ve joined over the last 44 years do so routinely, but many
didn’t or don’t. New adult members seem to “connect” and become “engaged” more quickly and for
the longer term when there are few breaks in the chain of communication from club leaders. There
is more “up-and-down” and slow declines in membership levels when there are routinely long
periods of silence between meetings, months-long breaks without a newsletter in summer, or when
a brief newsletter or meeting announcement or reminder is only sent to members one day before
the meeting. If yours is a larger club, say 200, with a 15-20% quorum requirement for conduct of
business at meetings, and your communications are sparse and late, you may find that you
periodically don’t have 30-40 attendees needed for even holding an official monthly meeting.
Reporting to the Northwest Federation, each new member’s sign up information as soon as their
application is processed is the only way to assure that they see, through the NFMS Newsletter,
that they have been quickly and fully integrated with the ~ 6,000 other rockhounds in Alaska,
Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, and northern Utah. On the other hand, clubs that don’t
quickly report new-member signups that occur at or after their annual Spring or Summertime club
shows -- and only inform NFMS by way of the year-end dues-payment report (the following
January) -- assure that their new adult members won’t start receiving the NFMS Newsletter until
about March or April in the year AFTER they first join a club, a delay of 9 months to one year. New
members know other members are receiving the Newsletter, but they feel disconnected – and at a
critical early and formative period in their new hobby. ‘Nuff said.
Engagement/Volunteerism: Why my focus on the ADULT new membership retention rate? Isn’t
the watchword phrase in many clubs “the youth are the future of the hobby?” While literally true,
and the impetus for proactively supporting our youth groups and youth-involvement and engagement activities in many the hobby’s larger clubs, there are many reasons for proactive
“care and feeding” of our new ADULT members as well. Many in the younger-adult subset join
because a child is interested or currently passionate about rocks. Regardless of why adults join,
they each bring specific and mature life-skills and experiences – both professional and trade – that
most clubs with stable, larger membership levels use to advantage without burning out the truly
dedicated old-timers. Why risk losing that potential in our 30-60 year-old “new” member population
that tries out the hobby for the first time when in mature adulthood by short-cutting in
communications, Newsletter startup, or lack-luster programs at meetings so that they don’t renew
the next year? Look at them as true gifts!! Search out ways as club leadership to proactively
promote their feelings of immediate “full” membership through effective, timely and continuous
Continued on page 9
Continued from page 8
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communication, early field trip planning, welcoming meeting activities and hobby-related programs,
and mentoring during field activities. Once they feel at home, feel wanted and appreciated (even
as older and/or retiree members), and sense they are seen as an integral part of the group and in
close touch with the club leadership through an effective communication structure, they WILL
engage – especially when directly asked and supported -- and WILL begin contributing in certain
aspects of club planning, operation, and leadership, even when inexperienced. In almost every
club I’ve joined, new adult members who bridge the “first-year-or-two” gap without losing interest
have usually become part of the core leadership and a dependable volunteer force that are the
hallmarks of highly successful and stable clubs. What’s not to like about that?
Source: Northwest Newsletter, 9&10/2019
Our move this past spring took a lot of hard work by many of the members. We appreciate all
that helped make the move possible.
Our Secretary, Sandie Willis, wants to give honorable mention to the following people:
Cheryl Kerber for spiffing up the ‘Havasu Rocks' sign
Rick Kerber and helpers for putting the sign up
Cheryl Kerber for making the Donation Box
Michelle Smedley for making the Scholarship Certificates for our recipients

HOW OPAL PRODUCES THE "PLAY OF COLORS"
It took the development of the electron microscope to work this out.
Precious opal is made up of tiny uniform spheres of transparent hard
silica, which fit together in an orderly three-dimensional frame, sitting
in a “bath" of silica solution. The orderliness of the spheres
separates precious opal from common opal.
Light passes through the transparent sphere in a direct line, but
when it hits the “bath” of silica, it is bent and deflected at different
angles, thus producing a rainbow effect.
Deflection & Diffraction
Depending on the size of the spheres, varying colors of the spectrum
are diffracted. The combination of deflection (bending) and
diffraction (breaking up) of light rays creates the color in opal. If you
move the stone, light hits the spheres from different angles and brings
about a change in color. The name opal actually means, "to see a change in color." The way in
which colors change within a particular stone as it is rotated and tilted is called the stone's "play of
color."
Source: Midland Gem & Mineral, 6/2004, via The Backbender’s Gazette, 11/2020
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OUR 51st ANNUAL GEM SHOW - NOVEMBER 13TH & 14TH
We are only three months away from our Annual Gem Show. It is time to start making our final
plans.
All of our Vendor Tables have been sold, thanks to the great effort of Michelle Smedley!
Now we need to have all of our members sign up to help at the Show. There are lots of easy jobs
that you can do sitting down! You only have to help for 4 hours.
These are the areas that we need your help: The Committee Chair is listed in parenthesis:
1. Silent Auction (Linda Chandler) - You will help with putting rock items out, and helping
customers with questions
2. Membership (Linda Harley) - You will help answer any Club questions, talk about where and
when we meet, field trips, Sign up new members, and take renewals.
3. Kitchen (Helen Reyes) - Help with serving and selling food.
4. Raffle Sales (need chairperson) - Sell raffle tickets for the Raffle Baskets that go toward our
School Scholarships given in May to graduating seniors.
5. Set up and Take down (need chairperson) - This is physical work. On Friday morning, set up all
the tables for the vendors and the Show display cases. Then on Sunday at 4pm, take down
everything and load them in trailers.
6. Security (Chuck Davis) - This is easy, but lots of walking around. You will wear the orange
vests. Some vendors like you to watch their booth while they take a short break, or you might point
the visitor in the direction they are inquiring about.
7. Kids Cave (Liz Porter) - a very popular area for the Kids. You will be interacting with the kids.
Lou & Liz Porter are asking for someone to step up and take over next year. They love doing this,
but it is time for them to step back.
8. Club Booth (Kathy Padilla) - a fun booth, with the wheel, scavenger hunt, and more, to help
with.
9. Greeters (Susan Sease) - You will help collect money to enter our Show, pass out the entry
tickets, programs, and ballots to pick their favorite Showcase.
There will be a sign-up sheet at the Museum, and at our next Meeting on Sept 10th, or email me
with your choice of where you want to help.
There are 20 Showcases that need to be filled. Please consider signing up for one, to display your
rock related items that you have made and/or collected. There will be a sign-up sheet at the next
meeting.
Please consider helping! The more people that sign up, the less work it will be for each person!
You don’t have to know everything about rocks, because there is always someone there that can
answer the question. This is your show!
Gayle Gilpin,
Gem Show Chairman
(zonagayle44@gmail.com)
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COPROLITE FOSSILS
Coprolites form in much the same way as any other fossil -- the original organic material is infused
with water containing dissolved minerals, and as the minerals crystallize, the original material is
slowly replaced by stone.
Most people, when handed a coprolite for the first time, go and sniff it as their first impulse. But it
smells of nothing but stone, because that's all it is now, technically speaking. Coprolites are at a
disadvantage from the start in the fossil-forming process. Generally speaking, the quicker to decay
an object is, the less likely it is to successfully fossilize. Fossilization takes time, and if the whole
thing rots before it can finished, well, no fossil.
That's why hard and durable objects, such as bones and teeth, are much more common fossils
than soft tissues, or coprolites. Coprolites were first identified as what they actually are, by a
woman named Mary Anning (21 May 1799 - 9 March 1847). Mary Anning was a fossil collector and
paleontologist from southern England, and noticed these odd stones inside the abdominal areas of
the ichthyosaur fossils she was collecting. When she broke them open, she noticed they had
fragments of fossilized fish bones and scales.
In 1829, Arming's observations led a geologist named William Buckland to propose that these
stones were the digested remnants of the dinosaurs' last meals, and he gave them the name of
coprolites. Those fossil fragments inside coprolites contain a wealth of scientific information, for
anyone who really wants to look closely.
The kinds of fossils contained in the coprolite can tell us a lot about the environment the creature
was living in, by what it found in the area to eat. It also reveals the creatures preferred food
sources, such as whether it was an herbivore or a carnivore, and sometimes it will even reveal
what parasites plagued its creator. And, yes, we learn a lot about its intestinal systems. That's
pretty much a given.
The challenge, of course, is in determining exactly which species of creature left a particular
coprolite behind. In some cases, when there are a lot of fossilized remains of a particular animal
around, it's easy to make a good guess. And in some cases, as with Mary Arming's fossils, the
coprolites were petrified while still within the animal's body. But with a more isolated coprolite
specimen, it can be very difficult.
Early human settlements left the occasional coprolite as well, so they have archaeological value as
well as geological value. As it turns out, we can learn about our own history from them. A human
coprolite found in a cave in Oregon revealed the existence of a long-lost 13,000-year-old society.
And a research team from the University of Colorado, studying an ancient Anansi settlement in
Colorado known as Cowboy Wash, uncovered human remains showing what they believed to be
evidence of cannibalism. They tested a coprolite found nearby, and discovered it contained a
protein only found in human muscle tissue, confirming their theory.
Oddly enough, coprolites from dinosaurs and other prehistoric beasts are often used in jewelry.
Due to the mineralization, many of them have bright and beautiful coloration. And, well, you get a
great answer to give when someone says, "Ooh, what a pretty necklace! What stone is that?"
Some people may think coprolites are disgusting, but like any other fossil, they're also windows
into a lost and wondrous past on this planet.
Source: The Glacial Drifter, 8/2016, via TMRS T-Town Rockhound, 9/2018
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY
JUNE BIRTHDAYS

JULY BIRTHDAYS Cont’d

Ernie Bolen
Toni Bolen
Cindy Botello
Jeff Boylan
Steve Bryson
Linda Chandler
Chuck Davis
Scott Dilly
Beth Dufeck
Wes Geiger
Tess Harp
Sue Nelson
Judy Nevins
Richard Phillips
Nathan Scott
Mark Shoal
Dan Smith
Mark Smith
Yvonne Spradlin
Veronica Survilla

Bob Hermance
Kelly Jarvis
Mark Johnson
Cheryl Kerber
Linda Kornoely
Casey Lee
Deanna Lundin
Kip McKenzie
Kim Pricco
Marj Purdy
Cathy Sivoli
Jim Tetlie
Edith Walden
Patty Westergard
Allen Yanity
AUGUST BIRTHDAYS
Nadine Armitage
Charles Behnke
Henry Beitelspacher
Fran Delach
Duane Gauthun
Charlotte Good
Pam Lidel
Michael Olson
Kathy Padilla
Clayton Paprska
Lou Porter
Joe Romero
Pam Schupp
Susan Sease
Heather Shoal
John Survilla
Ray Whalen
Judy Zarda

JULY BIRTHDAYS
Sandy Amazeen
Mike Berglund
John Carter
Curt Clark
Trevor Cooper
Lanae Douglas
Kelsey Friedrichsen
Elizabeth Giacomi
Gayle Gilpin
Niki Hahn
Dave Herman
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SEPTEMBER BIRTHDAYS
Shirley Koepka
Carol Lasater
JoAnn Leal
Ross McNearney
Darlene Moore
Carrie Morkert
Narda Overby
Paul Richards
Jan Santacroce
Michelle Schilling

Frank Allen
Trixie Anders
Roger Armitage
Lilly Betts
Suzanne Causley
Renee Good
Linda Hanes
Mike Henschen
Elwood James

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
JUNE ANNIVERSARIES

AUGUST ANNIVERSARIES

Barry & Sheila Bandaruk
Darrell Fauser’
Patti Glumack
Mary Hasselbring
Gary & Anne Morris
Gary & Charlotte Prince
Dan & Rebecca Smith
Howard Wicks

Frank Allen
Trixie Anders
Roger Armitage
Lilly Betts
Suzanne Causley
Renee Good
Linda Hanes
Mike Henschen
Elwood James
Shirley Koepka
Carol Lasater
JoAnn Leal
Ross McNearney
Darlene Moore
Carrie Morkert
Narda Overby
Paul Richards
Jan Santacroce
Michelle Schilling

JULY ANNIVERSARIES
Frank & Priscilla Allen
Ernie & Toni Bolen
Mike & Lani Henschen
Rick & Cheryl Kerber
Lauren Morris
Bryle & Bri Sampson
Deb Werre
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surface of the stone until you can spot one or
more layers of iridescence.

SEPTEMBER ANNIVERSARIES

Fire agate sold by dealers will often have a
'window' cut to show where the color is.
Because it is botryoidal most fire agate must
be worked by hand because it involves
concave as well as convex surfaces.

Sandy Amazeen &
Norman Messenger
Mike & Chris Muse
John & Veronica Survilla

There are two types of tools you can use with
equal success to work fire agate. You can
use a Dremel or Flex Shaft with a series of
diamond tools or you can use short pieces of
wood dowel in several sizes that you shape
yourself. The dowel can be put in an electric
drill and used with commercial diamond
powder in grades from grind to polish.

HOW TO CUT AND POLISH FIRE AGATE
Nova Wells, cc
Fire agate has the same properties common
to all agates, plus some special conditions. It
is a chalcedony and is formed in botryoidal
layers, which means 'like a bunch of grapes.'
The 'fire' comes from very thin layers of iron
oxide that coat occasional layers of clear
chalcedony, with other clear and brown layers
in between. Fire agate is predominately
brown in color but often has masses of white
attached. Good fire agate will have more than
one layer of 'fire,' or iron oxide which
produces iridescence in the same way a skim
of oil produces color on water.

The trick is to locate the layer of iridescence
covering as much surface as possible and
then remove all but the thinnest layer of clear
chalcedony that covers it. I begin with small
round or pointed diamond bits in the Dremel
to remove unwanted stone. USE LOTS OF
WATER WHEN GRINDING.
Because you are working close to your eyes
(and nose) and producing powdered stone, it
would be very easy to inhale the dust causing
permanent damage to your lungs if you allow
any dryness to occur. Never mind the
possibility of cracking the stone. Stones are
replaceable -- your lungs aren't.
The next series of steps is to use diamondimbedded Dremel tools graded from 180 grit
to 15,000 grit. There are two types of tools
you can use with equal success to work fire
agate. Mine are 'Nova Points' but there are
probably other brands that are just as good.
Getting the stone smooth and showing the
iridescence in a finished state may take
several hours. Final polish can be done with a
felt wheel and tin oxide. The rewards are
worth the patience required.

There are places in both New Mexico and
Arizona where the stone may be collected
and it is also mined in Mexico. Begin by using
the saw to remove any amount of plain white
stone that is attached. Be careful to check
each saw cut to be sure you didn't cut into
some color (fire). If there is no layer of fire
visible begin to grind carefully over the

Source: The Hounds Tale, 4/2014, 5th New
Editors award, via The RockCollector, 1/2018
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These hints were gathered primarily from the bulletins
and web sites of other clubs. You should always use
them with caution because some are untried and
others may not be tried and true. Just ideas!

To clean fern fossils, do not use wax, shellac,
varnish, lacquer or spray plastic because they
cannot be readily removed and they destroy
fine surface detail. Museums use yellow
dextrin to bring out contrast and help
preserve the specimen. Mix a little bit of the
dextrin with water to the color of tea and paint
it on the fern itself, not the matrix and it will
stand out.

Soak onyx or turquoise in water for a few
days before cutting. This helps prevent the oil
from soaking into the stone.
Source: Bernie Sporre
`°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°`°º¤ø¤º°`°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°

Source: unknown via Rock Rollers, 2/2004,
via Delvings, 4/2004

Before dopping a stone, clean the dop stick
with alcohol or acetone. The stone will stick
better.

`°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°`°º¤ø¤º°`°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°
Deodorize RV water tanks periodically by
flushing with 1 cup Baking Soda (Bicarbonate
of Soda) dissolved in 1 gallon warm water.
Drain and flush the tank before refilling.

Source: Bernie Sporre
`°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°`°º¤ø¤º°`°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°
Never use bleach to clean rocks as it can
cause discoloration in your stone.

Source: CHIPS, 11/2003, via Delvings, 4/2004

`°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°`°º¤ø¤º°`°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°

Source: Bernie Sporre

Some stones create more gas while tumbling
than others, probably because of the
chemical content of the different minerals and
rocks. Adding baking soda will help control
much of the gas build-up. Early hobbyists
used fillers such as rice hulls and wood and
leather chips, but these created unpleasant
odors in the workshop because of their
bacterial contents. Soap powder can be used
in tumblers to act as a wetting agent and to
thicken the slurry.

`°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°`°º¤ø¤º°`°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°
Remember the three A’s:
Always
Add
Acid to Water
Source: Bernie Sporre
`°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°`°º¤ø¤º°`°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°

Source: The Coral Geode, 12/2002, via Los
Alamos Geological Society, 9/2003

Use sanding cloth until it falls apart. The
more worn it is, the more smoothly it sands. If
faster sanding is desired, use a cloth freshly
broken in. But for super smooth finish, use
patience and a well-worn sanding cloth.

`°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°`°º¤ø¤º°`°º¤ø,¸¸,ø¤º°
Dark household vinegar will dissolve epoxy
glue by soaking overnight.

Source: Golden Spike News via Delvings,
4/2004

Source: Chips ‘n Splinters, 10/2005
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